A differential equation of third order for spinor potentials is proposed, that modifies the dynamics of the nonlinear spinor theory. We derive a symmetrical eigenvalue equation using functional integration techniques. This equation and a momentum symmetrized equation -a simplified form of the mass eigenvalue equation proposed by Stumpf -are applied to calculate mass eigenvalues. By a special combination of both methods it is possible to weaken the regularization dipole in Heisenberg's theory and thereby produce better boson masses. Finally, the modified theory allows a self-consistent calculation of the fermion propagator.
Introduction
If canonical quantum theory is applied to relativistic elementary particle physics, it leads to the well known divergence difficulties. To avoid these divergences HEISENBERG 1 > 2 introduced an indefinite metric in the space of physical states. Hence the metrical structure of that space is not known from the beginning, but will emerge from the solution of the theory. Consequently, the field operators which act in this unknown space cannot be welldefined objects. Therefore to formulate the theory only the transition matrix elements are left, or their generating functionals.
In functional quantum theory, as established and described in detail by STUMPF in several papers 3 > 4 -5 , one tries to calculate all physical information of a quantum theory with the aid of functionals, meaning that not only eigenvalues have to be computed using stationary functionals, but especially the ^-matrix has to be expressed in terms of scattering functionals. For that purpose one not only has to formulate the dynamical equation in functional space, but all the additional conditions as well representing the subsidiary conditions for the definition of quantum numbers for stationary functionals and the asymptotic conditions for scattering functionals including their normalization. This program has already been carried through to a great extend. The calculation of the /S-matrix is the main purpose of functional quantum theory. But the eigenvalue kernels occur in the scattering functionals too, therefore it is convenient to study eigenvalue equations first.
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We will not only discuss Heisenberg's well known nonlinear spinor theory, but a dynamically modified theory as well, which seems to be more suitable for later scattering calculations and which allows a selfconsistent determination of the fermion propagator. In chapter 2 the new equation of third order for spinor potentials is proposed.
In chapter 3 symmetrized eigenvalue equations are derived by means of an indefinite functional integration. This procedure avoids the use of a special conserved quantity and nevertheless allows the formal solution of the functional equations. Thus, one is able to formulate approximation methods in an elegant way. In chapter 4 the lowest approximations are calculated explicitly. The corresponding approximations of a simplified form of the mass eigenvalue equation proposed by STUMPF 6 are also calculated. Both methods are applied to Heisenberg's form of the nonlinear spinor theory too. In this case a special combination allows the weakening of the regularization dipole to obtain better boson masses.
In Chapter 5 the fermion propagator of the modified theory is calculated selfconsistently. Besides some technical details in the appendix a reformulation of both theories is sketched in terms of canonical fields.
A Dynamically Modified Spinor Theory
In Heisenberg's unified field theory of elementary particles 2 a nonlinear spinor equation of first order is postulated. The vacuum twopoint function F is regularized by a dipole of mass zero. We will refer to this as dipole theory. The modified theory will be regularized by a simple pole of mass zero. We will call it pole theory. Similar to some recent papers on nonlinear spinor theory 7-10 we interpret the basic field as spinor potential. Differentiating this potential we generate physical fields which satisfy canonical commutation relations. Therefore the spinor potential itself satisfies noncanonical commutation relations and it becomes necessary to introduce an indefinite metric in the space of physical states. Up to now a differential equation of first order was postulated for this spinor potential. In this case the theory is scale invariant at small distances and hence formally renormalizable. Its renormalization has been studied in lowest order perturbation theory 11 . A proof of the renormalizability in each order, however, seems to be very complicated, because of the two kinds of propagators involved. Therefore the topological structure of the graphs is more intricate than in quantum electrodynamics.
To avoid those difficulties in the present paper a differential equation of third order for the spinor potential is postulated. Like Heisenberg's dipole theory the new pole theory is superrenormalizable, thus no divergences occur in perturbation calculations. Because of the third time derivation not only does the vanishing equal-time-commutator appear in the functional equations, but the equal-timecommutator of the derivatives -i.e. the physical fields -which does not vanish (Appendix 1). Therefore in the pole theory one is able to calculate the fermion propagator (Chapter 5). This is possible in spite of the indefinite metric indicating that it is more harmless here than in the dipole case.
For we may rewrite the pole theory in terms of the canonical physical fields alone which then satisfy a nonlocal differential equation. Such a canonical formulation is possible in the dipole theory too, but there the canonical ^o-term is subsequently compensated by the more nonlocal interaction, thus one cannot calculate the fermion propagator in an easy way. In the pole theory such compensation does not occur (App. 1).
The group theoretical structure of the pole theory is completely taken from Heisenberg's dipole theory 2 . Consequently we consider two-component Weyl spinors as a representation of the Lorentz group, because only then a unique local interaction term is possible, whereas with four-component Dirac spinors the well known five interaction terms are allowed. It is true that each Dirac theory can be formulated with Weyl spinors too 12 , but only the (v -a)-coupling of the Dirac theory remains local in Weyl's formulation. The other four combinations yield derivative couplings. In another paper I shall come back to this point in more detail, there I will discuss scattering functionals for incoming free massive particles within the framework of Weyl's formulation.
To describe isotopic spin the number of components has to be doubled 13 . For technical reasons we will deal with a Hermitean representation of the spinors, therefore we have to double the number of components once more 14 . We will use the notation of Dürr and Wagner for the representation matrices.
It is possible to describe the pole and dipole theory simultaneously. Common statements are written without special indices, special forms are marked with a "p" resp. "d" for the pole resp. dipole theory. Especially we use the function The existence of the anticommuting sources j is guaranteed by explicit construction in a functional representation space 4 which shall not be mixed up with the space of physical states. To simplify the notation we will include the dependence on the coordinates also in the index. Repeated indices hence always indicate a summation over spinor indices and a 4-dimensional integration over the corresponding space-time variable. In the usual operator formalism (App. 1) the rfunctions Tai --otn are matrix elements of timeordered products of field operators between the vacuum and the state considered. One derives a functional equation for the r-functional from an operator field equation and commutation relations. In functional quantum theory the functional equation itself serves as the definition of the theory:
dß denotes the functional derivative d/öjß, r is the function defined in (1). The vertex operator V does not contain derivatives. 
In the explicite form of Dürr and Wagner is
In F we omitted the usual factor m 4_2r in the numerator of the integral (6). Then the fields have the natural (length-)dimension defined by the singularity of F for equal arguments,
The coupling constants K 2 in both theories hence have the dimension (mass) 2 as usual in superrenormalizable theories.
With the functional Eq. (3) the pole theory is defined in the main. One has to clarify only how to treat the regularization pole. Like the dipole in Heisenberg's theory the pole is supposed to belong to no physical particles. Hence no imaginary parts should start at the corresponding thresholds. You may suppress them by taking the principle value at the | p (-integration 2 , or by taking a suitable limit from imaginary masses towards zero 15 -16 , or by calculating all integrals with the Feynman i £-prescription and cancelling all "wrong" imaginary parts afterwards 16 . We will use the last method without answering the question how far it will be possible to interpret such a procedure physically, as it has been done in the dipole casein lowest approximations 2 ' 17 .
The question is now to solve Eq. (3). First of all we invert the differential operator D with the aid of the Green's function
(10)
We neglect possible inhomogeneous terms since at present we consider stationary functionals only. Therefore it does not matter that we had to invert a differential operator of third order. For scattering functionals one has to examine the inhomogeneous terms carefully. Like the mass zero pole in F the mass zero pole in G shall correspond to no physical particles. In higher approximations one pole will be dressed to a finite physical mass.
In the next chapter we will invert the functional differential operator too. Before doing that we introduce the usual 99-functional which is supposed to be more suitable for approximations 2 ' 18 . Its connection to the r-functional is expressed by the Wick rule as used in conventional perturbation theory (12
The ^-functions are the r-functions in^which all twopoint functions F are subtracted out. From (11) we get the equation for | <£(?)> e«|0(7)> = o«O\ 0) I & (;)>:
with the notation
To solve (13) one has to ask for subsidary conditions which restrict the manifold of solutions and (14) fix the quantum numbers of the physical state considered. For example the momentum condition reads for a state with momentum pn\$y = l»\0y (15) with the momentum operator in functional space
We do not need explicitly the corresponding operators for other quantum numbers 19 .
Symmetrical Approximation by a Functional Integration

The average problem
The functional Eq. (13) singles out one co-ordinate in the corresponding -system (App. 2). The exact ^-functions as well as the r-function are (anti-Symmetrical in all variables, hence all approximations should be symmetrical too and the co-ordinates should all be treated the same. Therefore some averaging procedure is necessary. The obvious average (7«0«)|0> = O«Oa)|0> (17) is not satisfactory, because you cannot invert the operator {j8) without some trouble. One has
and (jd) is not the identity. For later applications we are looking after the following form of (13)
to formulate functional approximation methods. One possibility is to use a conserved quantity for an averaging method, especially the mass 6 . From (15) we get for a state with momentum I» /n|0> = (7>*ö)|0> = (?>"£) |0> (20) and hence for this mass average with m 2 = Iß
For explicite calculations this (£ m has the disadvantage, that it is quadratic in £), hence the lowest approximation to (21) contains an iteration of (13) already. Therefore in the lowest boson calculation already you have the task of angular momentum reduction. This complicated problem for vector bosons is treated by SCHEERER 20 . For scalar bosons there is simpler way. In this paper we use instead of the mass average G™ essentially the first line of (21) i.e. a momentum average (22) We use 1 // 2 instead of 1 /m 2 for later convenience. The integrals then have the same asymptotic behavior as in the case of the integral average derived in Section 3.3. At an eigenvalue is I 2 = m 2 in any case.
But this momentum average too is sometimes not very suitable, because it creates additional powers of momenta in Feynman integrals. First of all the evaluation of those integrals becomes more complicated, but they may even diverge in some cases. You will find examples in Chapter 4 during the explicit calculations. So we are looking after another average method.
An average by functional integration
The simplest way to average (13) is the direct inversion of the functional differentiation. It can be done by an indefinite functional integration, which has been used by the author to develop functional recursion formulae in the case of the anharmonic oscillator 21 .
Functional integrals which map functionals on real numbers require careful considerations about a suitable integral measure. Such integrals are necessary to answer questions of convergence of approximation methods and have been studied by many authors 22 . We need an indefinite functional integral which maps functionals on functionals. We define this integral as the inverse of the functional differentiation
That means, our integral is not an infinite dimensional volume integral but an infinite dimensional line integral.
The main properties of this integral follow immediatly from (23) Moreover, we are never to evaluate an integral explicitly. In all applications there is at least one functional differentiation on the left hand side of each integral, thus all integrals drop out again with (24). Hence we are allowed to omit the free integration constant in the following equations.
With the aid of the new integral (23) we get from (13)
The j in (28) anticommute, hence from / the antisymmetrical part only is left over. Therefore the integral (23) serves as an average procedure and it yields the symmetrization of the ^-function system (see App. 2).
In Chapter 4 eigenvalues are calculated with this integral average ß 1 and the momentum average (i r i. Naturally we have to approximate (29) resp. (23). The form of this eigenvalue equation allows a simple formulation of approximation methods.
Approximation methods
Let us define projection operators Pre in functional space, projecting on the basic power functionals 5 .
The basic states are given by
<D"(ai...a")| := |D"(ai ...<*")>+ (32) with the orthonormalization properties For each set of quantum numbers there is a smallest q with cpe 4= 0 and cpv = 0 for v<q, e. g. for a state of baryon number N, spin S and isospin I we have q = max(|2V|, 2S,2I). For the 99-functional of this state we have
|<Z>e>:=Pe|<Z>>*0.
We denote the sum of the higher projection operators with oo (38) 
Mg I <Z>> -Me@(| &o> + Mo 1<Z>>) . (40)
Solving ( 
We have to solve (42) together with respective subsidiary conditions for the discrete quantum numbers to obtain mass eigenvalues. Of course the problem is the construction of the inverse operator in (42). The simplest method consists of an expansion in Neumann's series |0ff> = PtfGZ(M*G)'|0,>.
(43)
That leads to an expansion in powers of the coupling constant, in which the exact twopoint function F occurs. In analogy to the NTD-method 2 we may neglect in the system (39) -(40) all P"| v^N for a certain N and may try to solve this truncated system.
In this paper we make use of the first nonvanishing term of (43) for numerical calculations. Corresponding approximations have been used in nonlinear spinor theory most of all 2 . Indeed, the integral average in the dipole theory leads to the well known results.
Calculation of Mass Eigenvalues
We approximate the mass spectral function q (ra 2 ) of the fermion propagator F (6) by d (ra 2 -x 2 ), then F has a pole at the nucleon mass x. We will came back to the selfconsistency of this assumption in Chapter 5. If we denote Fourier transforms by a tilde we obtain from (6) 
)
In (46) we have already comprehended three terms (A 21) using the antisymmetry of V. The interaction matrices (4) are written in the form
given explicitly in the paper of DÜRR and WAGNER 14 . In momentum space we get from (46) and from a respective Eq. (A21) for the momentum average Gi with (44) and (10) 
G"(I + r -s)F"(r)Fe(s).
This equation holds for integral and momentum average (22) resp. (29) with the aid of the function e 1 = 0 for integral average, |ei = 1 for momentum average. e : = (49) The momentum average has an additional factor / a pa// 2 at each Green's function G(p). The factor 3 follows from the momentum condition (15) 
The lengthy calculation of the integrals is sketched We will use the eigenvalue Eq. (52) to determine in Appendix 3, where analytic expressions for the the coupling constant K 2 . For that purpose we corresponding functions L(X) are derived.
identify the mass x 2 of the fermion propagator F with the fermion mass eigenvalue 7 2 in (52) and obtain (Z/2*X) 4 = 2/(-3Z(1)).
The numerical results are discussed in Section 4.3 and 4.4 for the pole resp. dipole theory.
Boson mass eigenvalue equation
The simplest boson equation results from (42) 
we obtain from (57) 
G«(p + I)F0(p) . (60)
Performing an integration over p we obtain an algebraic equation
Tr[Fi^ (7)]{Jjd^
To fix the discrete quantum numbers the functional |02> has to satisfy the corresponding subsidiary conditions. In our simple case of the two point function, however, it is convenient to introduce projection operators Pfj (B = baryon number, S = spin, 7 = isospin) for <^2 itself, which project on corresponding states 14 .
Psi<xp,yö Ps'l'yöM = ^BB' ÖsS' <5ll' Psi*ß,x>.
If we introduce the boson functions qv(X), ). := I 2 /x 2 , (61)
. 4 »2 jd 4 ,
we may write (60) /2 JtflU).
(62)
The calculation of the four integrals (63) is sketched in App. 3, where we derive analytic expressions for the gvfunctions. We will use (64) for numerical calculations of boson masses in the pole and dipole theory.
In neither case we find solutions for B -2. We expected that, because for meaningfull deuteron solutions the Green's function G has to be dressed to a physical mass first. Solutions for the vector bosons (S = 1) are to reject, since the corresponding physical states would have negative norm because of the positive derivative of q\ (A) at the eigenvalue 2 ' 23 . Therefore we are left with the scalar bosons (S = 0). We will calculate the mass of the ^-singlett (1 = 0) and of the jr-triplett (7= 1) which is degenerate because of the isospin invariance of our theories.
Results for the pole theory (r= 1)
The integral average (5* yields the fermion function LP 1 (A) from (53) Especially we have
Therefrom we obtain the coupling constant of the pole theory {KP/2 ti x) 2 = 1.078.
The momentum average cannot be applied to the fermion calculation, since the integral (54) 
A^ is small in all cases, hence we may calculate mn with sufficient accuracy from the asymptotic expansion of qo:
The experimental values are for * = nuclon mass mexp _ 0.147*, m^p = 0.585 K.
The calculated masses (70) are too big, since q^ has apart from the singularity at A = 0 another one at A = 1. Therefore gg 1 is too small in the important region (see Fig. 1 ). The corresponding gjj q function of the momentum average does not have the singularity at A = 1 because of the additional factor (I, I -q)jl 2 in (62). Hence is larger than gß 1 (Fig. 1) and we expect better mass eigenvalues.
We calculate the gPQ-functions for the momentum average The momentum average allows no calculation of the coupling constant in the pole case, but one obtains slightly better boson masses as discussed before.
Results for the dipole theory (r = 0)
The integral average yields from (54) 
Thus the integral average yields exactly the results known from the old calculations. We expected this, since the integral average leads to the symmetrized (^-function system and we used the same approximation method. In the NTD-approximations you have to symmetrize the equations by hand 2 , whereas with the new integral average only symmetrical equations arise. In the algebraic Eq. (52) and (60) of the lowest approximations this does not matter, since the corresponding momentum integrals are symmetrical anyhow.
We may understand the failure of the momentum average in the dipole case in the following way: F (6) and G (10) are very different (r = 0!). For large momenta we have G (p) aa (p 2 ) 2 F(p). The dipole may be a too strong regularization. This difference between F and G is even enlarged by the momentum average, since G(p) is multiplied by another factor (Ip)/1 2 and in the equations occurs p^p v /p 2 . The simple pole of G is further weakened. On the other hand you may expect better results by such a factor, if the dipole of F is weakened, i.e. if this factor occurs at F. Indeed, the numerical results of such an jF-average show a correction to lower boson masses.
To obtain approximations with factors (Ip)jl 2 at F(p) we pay attention to the equation
(q, I)
+ 0(1 -q)^~LF(q) = G(I -q)F(q) .
With (85) we find from (62) for the lowest boson functions i(gQ + g*) =
ffi.
(86)
Therefore the boson functions of the integral average are half the sums of the resp. functions of momentum and .F-average. Since the momentum average gives larger boson masses than the integral average, the .F-average gives smaller ones (see Fig. 2 ).
In functional form like (19) such an F-average may be obtained in the following somewhat artifical way. |0> satisfies (22) and (29) and therefore a combination of both equations too |0> = {(1 4-a)ei-aß«}|0>.
(87) Of course it is not in the spirit of a unified theory of elementary particles to introduce a new parameter. But for the special purpose of weakening the dipole it may be allowed. We get the F-average with (86) 
Therefore we get a real coupling constant
The corresponding boson functions are calculated from (86) gf ( 
and we obtain the boson masses For comparison the calculated coupling constants m dF = 0 08* m dF = 0 58* (93) anc^ ^oson masses are shown in a table.
11
One has to prefer the average by means of the Hence this jP-average yields even a too small yr-mass.
functional integral (S 1 since this method is always applicable, whereas the momentum average Gl may lead to divergences even in a superrenormalizable theory. The F-average is only a specific tool handling the dipole case.
You should have in mind that the various average methods must lead to the same eigenvalues in higher approximations. The great differences therefore hints at the low accuracy of the approximations used.
Selfconsistent Calculation of the Fermion Propagator
We find an important difference between pole and dipole theory, if we do not consider eigenvalue equations only. There we found a similar behaviour, because the £o-te rm dropped out in our approximations. Calculating the fermion propagator, however, the po-term becomes essential. In the pole theory it is present even with the indefinite metric (see App. 1). Therefore one is able to determine the fermion propagator out of the theory.
Really, one should calculate F from the ^-functional which contains only the connected parts of the T-functions 14 , but in our approximations we may start from the ^-functional (12) for the vacuum state and use Eq. (13). We symmetrize (13) with the aid of the integral average (29), since we got a coupling constant with this method only. With the approximation used in our fermion calculation we obtain Eq. (46) again, in this case for F. The only difference is an additional ^o-term which did not occur in (46) because of <01 Boson) = 0. 
In the pole theory is r = 1 and we obtain 
In the dipole theory we would derive F = 0 from (96). One then has to extract another inhomogeneous term out of higher 99-functions 14 to replace goG in (94). Moreover, one finds that in (95) both sides behave differently for large momenta in the dipol case.
To avoid this logarithmic inconsistencies the dipole regularization has to be replaced by a weaker one 9 .
In the pole theory such problems do not occur. To calculate F from (96) we notice that L depends quadratically on F (94). Equation (96) hence is a complicated nonlinear equation for F, i.e. for the spectral function g (ra 2 ) of F. As a first step of solving (96) we will consider it as a selfconsistence requirement. Therefore we replace g(m 2 ) by a d-function at the nucleon mass again (44) and calculate the right hand side of (96) for later comparison with our ansatz (44). We obtain qoT"PV i2
FR(P) V'
(97 L is a short notation for Lp* of (65) 
This £>0 corresponds to the wave function renormalization constant Z^1 of a canonical theory, where Z2 has to be less than 1 25 . Since we are able to formulate the pole theory in a canonical manner (App. 1), we had to expect (100). Because of the singularity of L for X = 0 (98) FR has a simple pole for p 2 = 0 which has a negative residuum.
Res FR{p 2 = 0) = 1.628 Res F{p 2 = 0).
Finally, for large momenta Fr is proportional to F. No logarithmic inconsistencies do occur. 
The calculated Fr hence shows a remarkable agreement with the ansatz (44), after we arranged the finite pole and the residuum at this pole. FR not only reproduces both poles for p 2 = y 2 , 0, but also FR yields the negative sign of the second residuum and the correct asymptotic behaviour for p 2 -> 00.
We suppressed the cuts from the mass zero poles of F and G, hence Fr has only the poles discussed. A physical 3-particle cut from p 2 = 9x 2 will appear only after dressing the Green's function to a physical pole for p 2 -y 2 in higher approximations, where we expect G => F, that means the pole theory gets one propagator only.
